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THE LITERATURE OF OPA
ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNIQUES IN WARTIME

John W. Willis*

-NO

.

federal agency, it is safe to say, has ever faceq. a task of greater
magnitude than that now being undertaken by the Office of
Price Administration. Just in the number of people whom it affects
it goes beyond anything any other federal administrative body has
done. Even the tax collector reaches less people, and the tax collector
comes around only once a year; the OPA is ubiquitous. To regulate
the maximum prices of literally thousands of commodities and services,
to maintain rent ceilings on a nationwide scale, and to plan the rationing of what to millions of Americans are necessities of life, would be a
formidable job under any conditions. To do all this while a war is
being fought involves some tremendous problems.
The OPA is probably the most prolific agency in Washington. Its
regulations, orders, interpretations, forms, opinions and other documents already fill volumes, and it is only a year and a half s,ince it
was given statutory recognition by the Emergency Price Control Act
of 1942 1 and since it first undertook a rationing program; it is only
a year longer than that since it issued its first price schedules under
Executive Order authority. In sheer bulk the "delegated legislation"
of OPA has probably never had a counterpart, at least in this country.
To the uninitiated, too; the literature of OPA is at first a bewildering
maze. Most administrative agencies are content to employ three or
four or a half dozen terms to designate the various regulat'ary documents which they promulgate. OPA so far has employed from fifteen
to twenty. This semantic prodigality is not, however, based on any
intent to confuse. The magnitude of the task has made it necessary
to use ingenuity in designing new bottles for old and new wine, and
on the whole the craftsmen of OPA have don.e an efficient job in
pioneering a new field.
Most of this work had to be done from scratch. There had of
course been some previous experience with rent control in this country
and elsewhere, and with rationing and price control in England and

* A.B., University of California at Los Angeles; LL.B., University of Southern
California. Member of the bars of California, S~preme Court of the United States,
and United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Author of articles
in legal periodicals.-Ed.
1
56 Stat. L. 23 (1942), 50 U.S. C. (Supp. 1942), Appendix, § 901 et seq.
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the Dominions during the present war; but for large part the problems
had to be worked out de novo, and generally under considerable pressure. As a distinguished circuit judge and member of the Emergency
Court of Appeals has recently said, "The Administrator had to move
promptly, on the broadest possible front; he had to get out regulations'
covering great numbers of commodities, affecting a wide range of industries, the full comprehension of each of which is a lifetime study.
He could not afford to be a perfectionist in getting the program
started." 2
It is the purpose of this article to outline the various administrative
mechanisms which OPA has pevised to carry out the regulation of
prices and rents and the rationing of goods. The wisdom of any
particular policy is not at issue; we are concerned only with the "how"
and not with the "why," with the procedure and not the substance.3
PRICE CONTROL

By far the greatest mass of regulatory material which OPA has
handed out comes under the heading of "maximum prices." This. is
not surprising in view of the tremendous scope of OPA price control.
The Emergency Price Control Act gives the office the authority to
control the prices of virtually all commodities and of services relating
thereto, exempting from price control only a comparatively limited
number of goods and services:"' And OPA has accepted this commission
without reservation. To be sure, a good number of commodities and
services have been excepted from price contr9l for various reasons; 5
but the number of articles of commerce still remaining to be regulated
2
Magruder, C. J., in Rottenberg v. United States, (C.C.A. 1st, Aug. 23, 1943),
Pnrn AND F1scHER, OPA SERVICE 620:190 at 620:196.
8 For articles dealing with another contribution of OPA to administrative law,
see Oppenheimer, "The War Price and Rationing Boards," 43 CoL. L. REv. 147
(1943); Dawson, "Life on a Ration· Board," SATURDAY EVENING PosT, April 24,
1943, pp. 19, 105. See also Foulis, Hertzman and Tremayne, "A Lawyer's Guide to
OPA," 14 Mo. B. J. 61• (1943). On the Emergency Price Control Act generally,
see Symposium, "The Emergency Price Control Act," 9 LAW & CoNTEMP. PRoB. I
(1942) •
• 4 See § 302 (c) of the act, exempting publications, comm~n carrier and utility
rates, insurance rates, advertising rates, and rates charged for professional services. The
term "commodity'' includes "services rendered otherwise than as an employee in connection with the processing, distribution, storage, installation, repair, or negotiation of
purchases or sales of a commodity, or in connection with the operation of any service
establishment for the servicing of a commodity." Id.
5 See Revised Supplementary Regulations No. I and No. 1 I under the General
Maximum Price Regulation and Supplementary Order No. 45.
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is almost infinite,6 and this number must be multiplied by the various
levels of distribution-manufacturer, grower, packer, shipper, wholesaler, retailer, etc.-at which prices must be regulated.

Price Schedules and Regulations
Even before the passage of the Emergency Price Control Act, the
OPA, acting under Executive Order authority,7 had promulgated
some hundred and five "Price Schedules," most of which were still in
effect at the 'time of passage of the act. These schedules were validated
by section 206 of the act on co11,dition that they be republished in the
Federal Register within ten days after the administrator took office.
This was done in the issue of February 2 I, I 942, the various schedules
as amended up to that date totalling 206 pages of the Register. Since
then these documents have been designated "Revised Price Schedules."
With the passage of the act, a change in terminology took place.
What formerly would have been entitled a "Price Schedule" was now
a "Maximum Price Regulation." All of the price regulations issued
since the act became effective bear this title, and in addition a number
of Revised Price Schedules have been further revised and reissued as
Maximum Price Regulations. 8 As has been indicated, however, this
differentiation in nomenclature is entirely historical; there is no difference in purpose or effect between a "Revised Price Schedule" and a
"Maximum Price Regulation." 9
A third class of price regulation is provided for in section 2 (a) of
the act, which authorizes the administrator to "freeze" prices at levels
6

"The number of separate prices is estimated in this country at one and a half
million." HrnscH, PRICE CONTROL IN THE WAR EcoNoMY 26 (1943). "It has been
said that thirty thousand commodities can be found in the mail order catalogue, and_
that the total number of commodities may run as high as between one and two million.
I think an estimate has been made of one million eight hundred thousand commodities."
Address of Hon. J. L. Ilsley, Canadian Minister of Finance, in the House of Commons,
November 6, 1941.
A directory issued by OPA in the spring of 1943 contained an index of commodities and services listing approximately 5,000 items.
7
Executive Order 8734, 6 FED. REG. 1917 (April II, 1941); Executive Order
8875, 6 FED. REG. 4483 (August 28, 1941).
8
Some have also been reissued under the designation "Revised Price Schedule No.
- as Amended" and a considerable number as "Revised Maximum Price Regulation."
9
However, it has been held that the protest and review provisions of the act are
not applicable to a transaction occurring before the effective date of the act and under
price schedules issued under Executive Order authority. Galban Lobo Co., S.A. v.
Henderson, (Emergency Ct. App. 1942) 132 F. (2d) 150, cert. den. 317 U.S. 690,
63 S. Ct. 530 (1943).
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prevailing ~uring the five-day period immediately preceding the iss1:1ance of the regulation. Since such a regulation may remain in effect
no more than sixty days, these are designated "Temporary Maximum
Price Regulations."
In a class by itself is the great overall regulation, the General
Maximum Price Regulation. 10 Issued on April 28th to become effective in May of 1942, this regulation froze at March levels the prices
of all commodities and services not specifically exempted, and not
covered by other regulations. The "General Max" is implemented
by a group of what are known as "Supplementary Regulations." Altogether fifteen of these have been issued, but today the only ones of
importance are Revised Supplementary Regulation No. 1, which sets
out various commodities and transactions excepted from price control;
Revise:d Supplementary Regulation No. II, which performs the same
function as to services; Supplementary Regulation No. 13, relating
to maximum prices in the territories and possessions; Revised Supplementary Regulations No. 14 and No. 14A, which modify maximum
prices for various commodities, transactions and services; and Supplementary Regulation No. 15, which contains provisions for adjustment
of maximum prices in certain situations.
The counterpart of the "General Max" in the field of services is
Maximum Price Regulation No. 165.11 While all services not expressly referred to in the latter regulation and not covered by other
regulations, or exempted from price control by Supplementary Regula, tion No. 11, are still under the "General Max," Regulation 16 5 rules
approximately seventy diverse classes of services. Regulation 16 5 has
its "Supplementary Servic~ Regulations," fixing special ceiling prices
· for particular services, such as bowling, or for certain services in
designated areas, a' number of them dealing with laundries in particular areas.
It has been noted that at the time the Emergency Price Control Act
went into effect, OPA had issued 105 price schedules. S1nce then the
number of schedules and regulations has grown to over~ 450, of which
10 Issued April 28, 1942, 7 FED. REG. 315 3, and since amended over fifty times.
As amended through Amendment No. 46, March II, 1943, the regulation was reprinted in 8 FED. REG. 3096. A separate General Maximum Price Regulation for
Hawaii has been issued. 8 FED. REG. 5307 (1943).
'
See Davenport, "General Max over th\: United States," FORTUNE, July 1942,
p. 60.
11 Issued June 23, 1943, 7 :fED. REG. 4743, as Maximum Price Regulation No.
165-Consumer S~rvices, and revis,_ed and reissued -August 13, 1942, 7 FED. REG.
6428.
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perhaps 30 have been revoked or superseded by other regulations. The
range of subjects covered is indicated by a few titles chosen at random:
R.P.S. 4, Iron and Steel Scrap; R.P.S. 24, Washed Cattle Tail Hair
and Winter Hog Hair; R.P.S. 3r, Acetic Acid; R.P.S. 50, Green
Coffee; M.P.R. rr8, Cotton Products; M.P.R. r20, Bituminous Coal
Delivered from Mine or Preparation Plant; M.P.R. r43, Wholesale
Prices for New Rubber Tires and Tubes; M.P.R. r54, Ice; M.P.R.
2r r, Cotton Ginning Services and Bagging and Ties; M.P.R. 232,
· Apple Butter; M.P.R. 260, Cigars; M.P.R. 269, Poultry; M.P.R.
307, Waxed Paper; M.P.R. 340, Jute and Istle Yarn, Rove and Rope;
M.P.R. 367, Horsemeat; M.P.R. 399, New Ice Boxes; M.P.R. 43r,
Charcoal; M.P.R. 448, Canned Clams; M.P.R. 456, Alfalfa Meal.
The greatest. number of regulations have come in the field of food
products, with chemicals and drugs second and lumber and lumber
products third. In addition, special regulations have been issued dealing with maximum prices for particular commodities in Hawaii, Alaska,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.12 Maximum prices for exports are
regulated by the Second Revised Maximum Export Price Regulation 18
and imports by the Maximum Import Price Regulation.1¼ Food and
drink sold by railroad dining cars is subject to Restaurant Maximum
Price Regulation No. r.15
Reference should also be made to Supplementary Regulation No.
14, which modifies the maximum prices established by the General
Maximum Price Regulation for specified commodities and services. In
view of the great number of commodities and services covered by the
"General Max" and the difficulties involved in attempting to convert a
fluid price structure into a static one, it was inevitable that many adjustments would have to be made. To a large extent this has been done
by the issuance of specialized price regulations, changing the base
12
See M.P.R. 183, Puerto Rico; M.P.R. 194, Alaska; M.P.R. 201, Virgin Islands; M.P.R. 288, Specific Maximum Prices in Alaska; M.P.R. 373, Specific Maximum Prices in Hawaii; M.P.R. 374, Jewelry and Certain Other Articles in the Territory of Hawaii; and M.P.R. 395, Maximum Prices in the Virgin Islands. Price
regulation in Hawaii was under the jurisdiction of the military governor until the
spring of 1943, and his actions were ratified and adopted by OPA in General Order
No. 49, 8 FED. REG. 3076. See also Supplementary Order No. 44, 8 FED. REG. 5305
(April 20, 1943), declaring certain price schedules and regulations to be applicable in
Hawaii; and see note Io, supra.
18
Second Revision issued April 1, 1943, 8 FED. REG. 4132.
H Issued August 20, 1943, 8 FED. REG. 11681, superseding Revised Supplementary Regulation No. 12.
15
Issued June 26, 1943, 8 FED. REG. 8845. Local restaurant maximum price
regulations are issued by regional, state and district offices. .
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period, providing a special pricing formula, or substituting dollars-andcents maximum prices for the March I942 ceiling. In other cases,
however, it has been possible to handle the situation with less formality.
Supplementary Regulation No. r4 has served as the repository for
modifications of maximum prices for a large number of commodities
and services otherwise governed by the "General Max." At first the
various provisions were strung together in the order of their issuance,
without any attempt at a, functional classification. In July of I943,
however, the entire regulation was revised and broken into two parts,
Supplementary Regulation No. 14.A. and Revised Supplementary
Regulation No. I4. No. 14.A. is limited to milk and milk products,
while No. I4 continues to cover a wide variety of subjects, now however grouped according to a logical plan.
In addition to the above there have also been issued' more than
thirty Temporary Maximum Price Regulations, most of which have
expired ot have been superseded by specific regulations or by the
General Maximum Price Regulation.
·
In their general structure all of the maximum price regulations and
revised price schedules follow a fairly consistent outline. The main
feature of the regulation, of course, is the provision determining maximum prices-either "freezing" prices as of a certain date, or setting
dollars-and-cents ceilings, or prescribing a formula by which prices are
to be determined. In addition, however, the regulations typically include provisions relating to record keeping, i:eports, forbidden practices, procedure for amendment or adjustment, etc.
In length the regulations are as disparate as the commodities they
cover. Some contain only a few hundred words; others run to thousands of words and include detailed tables of prices; some are illustrated
with maps of zones or charts of meat carcasses. The length of the regulation, of course, depen<;ls upon the complexity of the industries involved, the methods of price control employed, the nµmber of
commodities covered, etc. Thus while it takes only two pages of
· ordinary print to state the maximum prices for glycerine (M.P.R. 38),
the regulation on used commercial motor vehicles, No. 34I, which
lists specific prices for innumerable models of vehicles, ran I 2 5 pages
in the Federal Register. Many other examples might be given.
The OPA price regulations have been criticized as having been
written in lawyer's language,1 6 although the criticism has probably been
16
But cf. Henderson v. J. B. Beaird Corp., (D. C. La. 1943) 48 F. Supp. 252
at 253: " ... Price Schedule No. 4 ••. is a very long document whose directions are
expressed in terms familiar to persons of experience in the business of dealing in iron
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exaggerated. One of the recent reforms initiated in the office, however,
involves the writing of the regulations in simple, journalistic English
rather than in law cant.11 This policy has been particularly emphasized
with the regulations a:ffecting small storekeepers and others unfamiliar
with the lawyer's method of expressing himself, but it should be welcomed as well by the attorney who has occasion to deal with OPA regulations. Another worthwhile reform has to do with the elimination of
the system of numbering the sections of regulations under the Federal
Register rules. Under Federal Register requirements each section
designation was formerly made up of the Federal Register "part" number, containing four digits, plus a section number which also often ran
to four digits, so that a particular section might be cited as "Section
1351.1663." When this was further broken down into paragraphs,
subparagraphs, subdivisions, etc., the reference became formidable.
Under the new system, however, the regulation is assigned a single
Federal Register section number. This section is in the nature of an
enacting clause, and the regulation proper is appended to it and broken
down into sections I, 2, 3, etc.
A vaunted advantage of "delegated" legislation is the ability of an
administrative agency to act quickly to meet new conditions.18 OPA's
experience under price control is a good illustration of this principle at
work. Even under government control the price structure is still subject to stress and strain; a completely static economy is impossible and
probably not desirable. Accordingly OPA has found it necessary constantly to amend and revise its regulations. The extent to which any
particular regulation has been amended of course depends on the proband steel scrap, but the provisions of which are of great difficulty and complexity to
one not familiar with the trade terms and usages of the scrap metal business." See
also infra at note 34.
17
Canada's Wartime Prices and Trade Board has taken similar measures. See
Press Release No. 0535 (June 14, 1943): "A government order has been drawn up
without a single 'pursuant to' in it. There is not even a 'whereas.' Nothing is 'appended hereto.' ••• It does not even look like a government order. Board officials
insist however that the new order is not a ~whimsy.' It avoids formal language, lengthy
definitions and complicated legal terms because, an official said, 'statutory language is
not appropriate to reach the people.' • • • While the order is frankly an experiment,
Board officials admit, they point out emphatically that it is enforceable. • •• The new
order was drafted by lawyers but, the board says, by lawyers who have avoided legalisms
and used common terms."
Canadian price and rationing orders are generally shorter and less complex than
OPA's.
.
18 E.g., GELLHORN, FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS 5-14 (1941); ATTORNEY GENERAL'S COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE, FINAL REPORT

II-18 (1941).
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lems involved and the method of price control employed. Some regulations have hardly been touched since their issuance; _others have been
amended time and again, and many have been completely revised and
reissued.
Pursuant to the Federal Register Act,1° all of these documents, as
well as newly-issued regulations and other items to be discussed below,
are published in the Federal Register and form a substantial part of
. ~ach issue.
·
·
Orders
All maximum prices are not set by price regulations. In addition to
the documents discussed above, OPA has also issued many hundred
orders, applying to particular sellers or commodities and sometimes to
specific sales. These fall generally into two classes: ( 1) orders approving maximum prices, usually under provisions permitting a manufacturer to determine his own maximum price for a new product according
to a prescribed method and subject to approval of OPA, and (2) orders
granting adjustments or exceptions to particular sellers.
Typical of the first class of orders are the more than five hundred
which· have been issued under section 3 (b) of the General Maximum
Price Regulation. This section provides that a seller ( other than a
seller at wholesale or retail) of a product, who has no March 1942 price
for it and who cannot price it by reference to a "comparable commodity" or to the maximum price of a competitive seller, shall determine
his maximum price according to a prescribed method, subject to approval by OPA. A similar provision is found in section 1499.158 of Maximum Price Regulation No. 188, which covers a long list of consumers'
durable goods and building materials. More than five hundred orders
have.also been issued under this section. Not all of these are limited in
their terms to particular sellers; from time to time, an order will be
promulgated applying to any seller of a, particular product and setting
out special provisions for determination of the maximum price. Such
orders, for instance, have been issued applying to sellers of farm
tractors and farm equipment, temporary grain doors sold to railroads,
used tin cans, "high wines," Alaska furs, plastic screening, processed
food commodities, fireplace grates, experimental dry cell batteries, etc.
The importance of the second type of order was diminished by a
drastic change in OPA policy in the early part of November, r942,
sharply limiting the grounds on which adjustments or exceptions could
10 44 U.S. C. (1940), § 301. See Wigmore, "The Federal Register and Code
of Federal Regulations," 29 A. B. A. J: IO (1943).
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be granted.20 As a general matter an adjustment of prices for a particular seller will now be granted only where necessary to maintain production of a vital war commodity or where a local sh9rtage of a necessary product or service is threatened. Even under these more rigid
rules, however, many adjustment orders continue to be granted, and
there has been some relaxation of the standards for adjustment in
amendments to particular regulations.
A good many orders are also issued by the national office of OPA ,
which do not fall into any of the above classes. Orders have been issued,
for example, requiring the filing of reports, or permitting adjustable
pricing, or designating a certain locality as a meat shortage area and
permitting any seller to add certain costs to his maximum prices in sales
into the area. A series of orders issued under· Supplementary Regulation No. I have approved or disapproved the registration of dealers in
damaged commodities who are exempt from price control. Two
"orderey" under Regulation No. 188, Manufacturers' Maximum Prices
for Specified Building Materials and Consumers' Goods Other than
Apparel, are in effect supplements to the regulation. Order No. A-I
modifies maximum prices for various commodities covered by the
regulation, while Order No. A-2 sets out special adjustment provisions
for particular commodities.
The regional, state and district offices of OPA have issued a large
number of orders fixing or modifying prices applicable in particular
areas, under authority delegated to them by particular regulations and
by General Order No. 32, and by General Orders No. 50 and 51,
relating to restaurant prices and to "community" ceilings for food
items, respectively. In some cases these orders relate to particular
sellers, but for the most part they are general in their application within
the particular area.
Most of the orders issued by the National Office of OPA we~e
formerly published in the Federal Register. Since the early summer
of 1943, however, publication of these orders has been discontinued
except where they are general in application or where, although adjusting prices for a particular seller, they will affect a large number of
persons farther along in the distributive process. Regional, state and
2
°For an explanation of the reasons for this change, see Statement of Considerations for Amendment No. 33 to the General Maximum Price Regulation, issued November 2, 1942.
Orders granting exceptions are rare. For examples of regulations specifically authorizing the granting of exceptions, see M.P.R. 114, Woodpulp, § 1347.230 (a);
M.P.R. 127, Finished Piece Goods, § 1400.82 (i) (3). Exceptions have also been
granted under Commodity Practices Regulation No. 1. Infra, note 22.
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district. office orders of general ,application are also published in the
Register.
Supplementary Orders
The documents designated as "Supplementary Orders" should not
be confused with the orders under particular regulations, just discussed,
for their functions are quite distinct. The supplementary order is in
effect a regulation of general applicability, cutting across the provisions
of specific price regulations. · More than seventy of these have been issued, dealing with many different subjects. In several instances the
supplementary order has been used to effect amendments to a large
number of schedules and regulations at one time; for example, Nos. r,
2, and 3, amending provisions of certain schedules as to amendment
and enforcement and revoking provisions for "affirmations of compliance"; No. r2, writing a uniform definition of "person" into a large
number of schedules; Nos. 25 and 26, changing provisions for adjustment of maximum prices; Nos. 37, 47 and 50, amending or. adding
specific provisions to a number of regulations dealing with lumber and
lumber products; and Nos. 55 through 7r, amending the preambles of
about 250 regulations·to show compliance with the "Taft Amendment"
to the Emergency Price Control Act, relating to the use of standards.
Supplementary orders are also used to license dealers in particular
commodities or groups of commodities under section 20 5 ( f) of the act.
Orders of this sort have been issued dealing with sellers of waste, scrap
and salvage material (No. 5); chemicals and drugs (No. r r); meat and
meat products (No. r4); iron and steel products (No. r7); lumber,
lumber products and building materials (No. r8); paper and paper
products (No. r9); second-hand machines, etc. (No. 20); yarns,
textiles, textile products and related services (No. 36); and containers
and related services (No. 39)., A third class of supplementary orders
exempts from price control all sales of a certain type or to or by certain
persons; e.g., No. 8, exempting the Panama Canal Zone from price
regulation; No. ro, relating to judicial sales; No. 2r, exempting certain sales by District of Columbia penal institutions; No. 22, exempting
sales to the Office of Scientific Research and Development; No. 27,
relating to sales by stores operated by the Army or Navy; No. 35,
purchases of strategic pr critical materials by Metals Reserve Company;
and No. 42, exempting sales to the ·United States or allied governments under secret contracts. The remaining supplementary orders deal
with a variety of miscellaneous topics: alternative methods of posting
prices (No. '6), removal of liability of war procurement agencies (No.
7), adjustment of maximum prices under government contracts or subcontracts (No. 9), uniform pricing by chain stores (No. r3), removal
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of the requirement of notarization of reports (No. 23), applications for
adjustments based on War Labor Board wage or salary increases (No.
28), "retail economy" (No. 29), transportation tax (No. 31), packing
expenses on sales to procurement agencies (No. 34), accommodation
sales of services (No. 38), and the general saving clause relating to
repeal, amendment, etc. of price regulations (No. 40).
Miscellaneous

In addition to the documents discussed above there are several other
types of regulatory issuances under price control, each more or less
ur!ique. Compensatory Adjustment Regulation No. I 21 deals with the
procedure for obtaining "compensatory adjustments" on account of
wartime increases in the cost of transporting coal. Commodity Practices
Regulation No. 1 22 was issued under the power given the administrator
by section 2 ( d) of the act to "regulate or prohibit speculative or manipulative practices (including practices relating to changes in form or
quality)" and prescribes certain standards of weight, quality, etc., for
bar and package soaps and cleansers in order to prevent evasion of-price
ceilings. Finally there is Administrative Notice No. r,28 which lists
machinery manufacturers who were granted exemption from price
schedules during a certain period. In addition to these regulatory documents, the OPA has also entered into voluntary agreements with members of several industries under the authority of section 5 of the act,
whereby the sellers agree to maintain prescribed ceilings. Such agreements have been entered into, among others, with manufacturers of
brass mill products, coal tar products, valves and pipe fittings, and
sporting goods.
Statements of Considerations; Opinions
The statement of considerations is a document unique in administrative law. 24 There is some authority, of course, for the proposition
that an administrative agency exercising delegated legislative authority
must accompany its action with a finding that the statutory conditions
exist.25 The Emergency Price Control Act, however, leaves no room for
21

Issued May 18, 1942, 7 FED. REG. 3749·
Issued July 7, 1942, 7 FED. REG. 5564.
28
Issued April 16, 1942, 7 FED. REG. 2984.
24
See 55 HARV. L. REv. 427 at 491 (1942); Nathanson, "The Emergency
Price Control Act of 1942: Administrative Procedure and Judicial Review," 9 LAw &
CoNTEMP. PRoB. 60 at 62 (1942).
25
See Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388, 55 S. Ct. 241 (1935). But
cf. Pacific States Box & Basket Co. v. White, 296 U. S. 176, 56 S. Ct. 159 (1935).
See Timberg, "Administrative Findings of Fact," 27 WASH. UNIV. L. Q. 62 (1941).
22

•
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doubt, but provides specifically_ that every regulation or order of general applicability other than a temporary maximum price regulation
must be accompanied by a "statement of the considerations involved in
[its] issuance." 26 Since the effective date of the act, therefore, every
. new pdce regulation and every amendment to a revised price schedule ·
or a maximum price regulation-no matter how minor-has been accompanied by a statement of considerations. These documents ( which
are filed with the Division of the Federal Register but are not printed
in.the Federal Register) are an invaluable source of information, as
well as very helpful aids in construction and interpretation of the regulations or the amendments thereto. For the most part they are written
in plain, readable English, and frequently they are accompanied by
graphs and tables of figures. The typical statement of considerations for
a new regulation-which may run to several thousand words-discusses
the product involved, the nature of the indµstry, the previous pricing
history and the need for a specific ·regulation. The statement generally
includes a finding also that the st~tutory conditions have been meti.e., that the prices fixed by the regulation are "fair and equitable" and
wHl effectuate the purposes of the act, that the administrator so far as
practicable has given considera_tion to the prices prevailing between
October I and 15, 1941, and has c01;iferred with members of the industry, and in the case of agricultural commodities that the limitations
of section 3(a) of the .act 'have been complied with. The statement of
considerations is worthy of a lasting place in administrative law.
In addition to the maximum price regulations and the amendments
to the regulations and to the revised price schedules-as well of course
as the General Maximum Price Regulation and its Supplementary
Regulations, and the Export and Import Price Regulations-statements of considerations have also been issued for all supplementary
-orders and amendments thereto. A statement was also issued to accompany the Commodity Practices Regulation, but none ·have been
issued for the Compensatory Adjustment Regulation.
The opinion is to the order what the statement of considerations is
to the regulation. While the act would not seem to require that orders
be accompanied by opinions,21 OPA has "leaned over backwards" in
giving notice of the basis-on which orders have been issued. Thus every
order issued by OPA under the various price schedules and regula26

Sec. 2 (a) of the act. See note 24, supra.
Sec. 2 {a) of the act refers only to "orders of general application." However,
on the denial o{ a protest the administrator must "inform the protestant of the grounds
upon which such decision is based." Sec. 203 {a).
27
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tions-even every amendment to an order-has been accompanied by
an opinion setting forth the basis for the order. Many of these opinions,
of course, are of a routine nature and are not of general interest. This
was especially true of the orders approving maximum prices for new
products or new models under the General Maximum Price Regulation, Maximum Price Regulation No. 188 and Revised Price Schedule
No. 64 (Domestic Cooking and Heating Stoves). Recently, however,
the process has been streamlined, at least as far as the latter type of
order is concerned, by the device of combining the order and opinion
in the form of a letter.
In fairness, it should be stated that there have been a substantial
number of opinions dealing with novel and interesting questions, and
these are usually well written and well reasoned documents. A good
many valuable opinions have been handed down in connection with
the denial of protests against particular regulations. It is probable, of
course, that extra care is taken to make opinions of this class convincing
and complete, since a denial of a protest may be reviewed in the Emergency Court of Appeals under section 204 of the act, and section 203 (a)
requires the administrator in denying a protest to "inform the p):'otestant of the grounds upon which such decision is based."
RENT CONTROL
Designations and Rent Regulations
Rent control has presented fewer problems than price control. The
considerations involved in setting ceilings on rents do not vary much
from state to state, and it would probably be undesirable to apply different standards in different areas. In any event, rent regulation has
always been uniform throughout the United States. For the first year
OPA followed the policy of issuing separate regulations as new areas
were brought under control, all of the regulations being uniform in
their terms except for such matters as effective date, maximum rent
date and registration dates.28 These regulations were divided into two
classes, those dealing with housing accommodations in hotels and
rooming houses and those dealing with other housing accommodations.
The hotel regulations were designated by the letter "A," e.g. "Maximum Rent Regulation No. 21A," while housing regulations bore a
number without the letter. Because of their uniformity, it was possible
28
ln a few cases (e.g., Baltimore City and portions of New Jersey), special provisions have been made for particular areas in connection with eviction procedure, because of peculiar local conditions.
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to promulgate amendments to all of the regulations in a particular
class in a single document, and these were designated "supplementary
amendments."
After some sixty-six maximum rent regulations had been issued, this
whole complicated scheme was done away with and two uniform regulations promulgated, entitled "Rent Regulation for Housing'' and
"Rent Regulation for Hotels and Rooming Houses." 29 These regulations supersede the former maximum rent regulations, while making
no change in their substantive provisions, and govern all the 300-odd
defense-rental areas now under regulation. A schedule attached to each
regulation sets out the effective date, maximum rent date and registration date for each area.
Beside the rent regulations there have also been promulgated a series
of "Designations and Rent Declarations" pursuant to the requirement
of section 2 (b) of the act that before any mandatory regulation may be
issued the administrator must first issue a "declaration setting forth the
necessity for, and recommendations with reference to, the stabilization
or reduction of rents." Prior to tlie passage of the Stabilization Act of
October 2, 1942, the administrator had issued thirty of these designations covering a large number of areas. Pursuant to the re(Iuest of the
President dated October 3, 1942, Designation No. 31 was issued on
October 5,80 covering all areas not theretofore included, so that these
documents are now mainly of historical interest except in so far as they
may be amended from time to time to carve out new defense-rental
areas.
A unique document is "Eviction Regulation No. 1" 81 issued for a
part of the Nebraska Defense-Rental Area and later superseded by a
maximum rent regulation. This order, issued under the power given by
section 2 ( d) of the, act to regulate or prohibit "speculative or manipulative practices or renting or leasing practices (including practices relating
to recovery of the possession)," put restrictions on the removal of
tenants in the area even before the rent ceiling proper went into effect.
Statements of Reasons

The act does not require that rent regulations be accompanied by a
statement of considerations. However, each regulation customarily inIssued May 31, 1943, 8 FED. REG. 7322, 7334.
7 FED. REG. 7942 ( I 942).
81
Issued Nov. 6, 1942, 7 FED. REG. 9132, revoked Dec. II, 1942, 7 FED. REG.
10448. A ~similar regulation was issued fo: the Miami area on Sept. 13, 1943, 8 FED.
REG. 12622.
29
80
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eluded a finding that the statutory conditions existed,82 and in addition
"statements of reasons," very similar to statements of considerations,
have been issued for supplementary amendments since the fall of I 942,
and have been continued for amendments to the uniform regulations.
Opinions
Adjustments under the Rent Regulations are completely decentralized, being handled by local officials. Accordingly, orders of adjustment
have not been published in the Federal Register or otherwise made
public. Protests, however, are handled by the Washington office, and a
series of well written and important decisions have been handed down
disposing of various objections which have been made to the regulations, and reviewing orders of the regional offices denying adjustments
or other relief, or granting less than was asked for.
RATIONING

The problems involved in rationing are, of course, quite different
from those presented by price and rent control. The source of OPA's
authority in this field is also entirely distinct.88 So it is to be expected
that different administrative techniques would be used in this field.
Ration Orders
To date OPA has embarked on fourteen rationing programs, excluding those in effect in Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and
the Canal Zone.84 The commodities rationed include tires (Ration
82
In Roach v. Johnson, (D. C. Ind. 1943) 48 F. Supp. 33 at 834, the court
held the rent regulations invalid, saying that "if it could be inferred that Congress
intended certain circumstances or conditions to govern the exercise of the authority
conferred, the Administrator could not act validly without complying with the circumstances and conditions and findings by the Administrator that these conditions
existed and were necessary, else it is left entirely to the unfettered discretion of the
Administrator [sic]."' The judgment was set aside on the ground of collusion in
United States v. Johnson, (U. S. 1943) 63 S. Ct. 1075.
88
The chain of authority runs through the Priorities and Allocations Act, 55
Stat. L. 236 (1941), 50 U.S. C. (Supp. 1942), Appendix,§ nsz; Executive Orders
No. 8629, 6 FED. REG. 191, No. 8734, 6 FED. REG. 1917 (1941), No. 9024, 7 FED.
REG. 329, No. 9040, 7 FED. REG. 527 (1942); W.P.B. Reg. No. I, 7 FED. REG.
562 (1942); and Executive Order No. 9125, 7 FED. REG. 2719 (1942). See United
States v. Wright, (D. C. Del. 1943) 48 F. Supp. 687; Brown v. Bernstein, (D. C.
Pa. 1943) 49 F. Supp. 497·
34 See Ration Orders 1B, 1D, and IE, Tire Rationing in Puerto Rico, the Canal
Zone, and Hawaii, respectively; Ration Orders 5D, 5E and 5F, Gasoline Rationing in
the Canal Zone, Puerto Rico and Hawaii, respectively; Ration Order 8, Gasoline Rationing in the Virgin Islands; Ration Order IO, Food Rationing in the Virgin Islands;
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Order 1A), new passenger au,tomobiles (Ration Order 2B), sugar
(Rationing Order 3), typewriters (Ration Order 4A), gasoline (Ration
' Order 5C), men's rubber boots and rubber work sh9es (Ration Order
6A), bicycles (Revised Ration Order 7), stoves (Ration Order 9A),
fuel oil (Ration Order I I), coffee (Ration Order 12), processed foods
(Ration Order 13), firewood and coal in the Pacific Northwest (Ration,
Order 14A), meats, fats, fish and cheeses (Ration Order I 6), shoes
(Ration Order I 7), ar.d anthracite coal (Ration Order I 9).
In addition to the above there have also been issued Restriction Order No. I,' dealing with restrictions on deliveries of meats
by slaughterers, wholesalers and others, the administration of which has
been taken over by the Department of Agriculture, and Restriction
Orders 3 and 5, which were temporary "freezes" preliminary to institution of the rationing of meats and processed foods and, have expired.
Some of the earlier ration orders were written in lawyer-like terms
and were not too easy for the p.ublic and the lay members of the ration
board to follow. 35 As part of its current popularization program, however, OPA is now writing its ration orders in plain, sometimes almost
basic, English, which while it does not appreciably reduce the length of
these documents, at least makes them easier to understand. The ration
orders on shoes, processed foods and meats have been written in this
style, and in addition ~everal older orders have been r~written and revised. ,
The length of the ration orders, of course, vari,es with the nature
of the subject covered. The orders on bicycles, rubber boots, stoves, and
typewriters; for instance, are comparatively brief; the order on firewood
( which is in effect little more than a delegation of authority) is_only a
few hundred words in length, and the order on anthracite coal took
only two pages in th~ Federal Register. On the other hand, the orders
on rationing of sugar, gasoline, coffee, processed foods, fuel oil, and
meats are long and complex.
Just as with the price regulations, the extent to which the' ration
orders have been amended varies with the nature and complexity of the
problems involved. Thus while the orders on bicycles, automobiles,
Restriction Order 4, Food Commodities Restriction in Puerto Rico (temporarily inactive); Restriction Order 6, Distribution of Milk in Puerto Rico.
The power tcf ration farm machinery, farm fencing, and milk containers qas been
redelegated to the Department,of Agriculture by OPA, and the department has issued
several rationing. orders.
85 See Dawson, "Life on a Ration Board," SATURDAY EVENING PosT, April 24,
1943, p. 19.
.
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typewriters and stoves have been changed only a few times, it has been
necessary to amend Ration Order r r, Fuel Oil-one of the most
difficult and controversial of the rationing programs-more than
seventy-five times, and Ration Order 5C, on gasoline, almost as many.
The orders on foods are also subject to cpnstant amendment as new
problems arise under the stress of a war economy.
Several of the Ration Orders have been completely revised and reissued. Rather than designate these new documents as "Revised Ration
Orders" they have instead been given a letter designation, as Ration
Order r A, Ration Order 2B, or Ration Order 4-A. The exception to
this rule is Revised Ration Order 7.
A number of the ration ·orders include supplements. These have
been used to designate the unit value of gasoline coupons, the value
and effective period of sugar, coffee and shoe stamps, and the point
value of processed foods and meats and fats, and to require the filing
of inventory reports by typewriter manufacturers. There is also a
"Zoning Order" issued under the sugar rationing order.

General Ration Orders
Besides the ration orders dealing with specific commodities-what
might be termed "vertical" orders-there have also been issued a
series of "horizontal" orders, cutting across some or all of the rationing
programs. These are known as "General Ration Orders." Fourteen of
these have been promulgated. The first two were extremely brief, deal. ing with authority to issue "administrative exceptions"-discussed below-and with records and reports by "institutional users" of food
products. General Ration Order No. 4, defining territorial limitations
of ration orders and the jurisdiction of the rationing boards, is also quite
summary. Some of the others, however, are fairly lengthy and detailed
documents. These include Nos. 3, 3A and 3B,86 all dealing_ with the
ration banking system; No. 5-probably·the most important-setting
up the food rationing system for institutional users; No. 6, covering the
issuance and use of War Ration Book Two; No. 7, outlining the
method of surrender and deposit of ration stamps and coupons; No. 8,
prescribing general prohibitions and penalties; No. 9, dealing with
temporary food rations; No. ro, granting emergency powers to Regional Administrators; No. r r, covering replacement of rationed foods
used in products acquired by certain federal agencies; and No. r2, War
Ration Book No. 3.
36

In this case use of the letter does not indicate a revision of the order.
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· Orders
Several types of orders have been issued under the various rationing programs. Administrative Exception Orders, of which oQ.ly a few
have been issued, except particular persons or classes from the operation of ration orders or of particular provisions thereof. For example,
representatives of foreign governments were exempted from the restrictions on importation of coffee,37 and an organization engaging in
performing services for stores which !nvolve the purchase of commodities from the stores' sales personnel in order to test their efficiency has
had special provision made for it under the food and shoe rationing
programs.38 Orders have also been issued under the sugar rationing
order, permitting adjustment in deliveries of sugar into areas in which
military maneuvers will result in an- abnormal increase in the demand
for products containing sugar.39 A considerable number of suspension
orders have been entered, particularly under the gasoline rationing
program, cutting off deliveries of gasoline or other rationed products to
a person found to have violated the rationing regulations. Orders also
are entered by the regional and state OPA officials pursuant to appeals
under the rationing regulations, but these are not made public. One
type of regional office ,"order" which has been perpetuated in the Federal Register is that issued under the fuel oil rationing regulations.
These are not "orders" in the same sense as the other types of orders
first discussed, but are of general application in a particular area and
amount to local modifications of the ration order itself. The regional
office for Region I (New England) is the only one which has issued
orders of this type. An order has been issued by the regional office for
Region VIII requiring registration of dealers in firewood. 40

Rationales
There is no statutory requirement that ration orders be accompanied
by findings or statements of considerations. Whether any such requirement is imposed by constitutional or administrative law principles is an
open question. 41 Apparently OPA does not or did not consider itself
37

Administrative Exception Order No. I under Ration Order 12, Mar. 20,
1943, 8 FED. REG. 3552·
38 Administrative Exception Order No. I under R~tion Order 13, Mar. 5, 1943,
8 FED. REG. 2898; No. I under Ration Order No. 17, Feb. 22, 1943, 8 FED. REG.
2309.
39
Orders No. 1 and 2 under Ration Order 3, April 17, 1943, 8 FED. REG. 5194,
5195.
40
Order I under Ration Order 14, Mar. 13, 1943, 8 FED. REG. 5420. ·
41
See supra at note 25.
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as bound to issue any such findings, for none were issued for several
months after rationing was instituted. Since the fall of 1942, however,
"rationales" for all amendments· to ration orders have been made public. These documents are considerably shorter than statements of considerations, usually doing little more than outline the nature of the
change in the ration order and the reasons therefor. No rationale is
promulgated for the issuance of a new ration order, but the more recent
orders contain a long and discursive preamble which amounts to the
same thing.
Opinions
No opinions have been made public under rationing, although suspension orders customarily contain a recital of the facts· found.· While
opinions are handed down by regional officials on rationing appeals,
these have not been made generally available.
MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS
Proced1J,ral Regulations
Most administrative agencies find it possible to get along with one
or two sets of procedural rules, even where they administer several acts.
OPA, however, to date has issued thirteen procedural regulations,
covering various aspects of price and rent control and rationing, of
which ten are now in-effect. The most important of these are Revised
Procedural Regulation No. 1, dealing with the promulgation, amendment, protest and interpretation of price regulations, and adjustments
thereunder; Revised Procedural Regulation No. 3, covering.a similar
field for rent; and Procedural Regulation No. 9, relating to rationing
appeals. In addition there are No. 4, Issuance of Rationing Suspension
Orders; No. 6, Adjustment of Maximum Prices under Government
Contracts or Subcontracts; No. 7, Adjustment of Prices in Territories
and Possessions; No. ro, Disqualification of Board Members and Review of Board Action (rationing); No. 11, Notice of Increases in Rates
and Charges of Common Carriers and Other Public Utilities; No. 12,
Replacement of Lost, etc. Ration Books or Coupon Sheets; and No.
13, Procedure Applicable to Industry Advisory Committees Appointed
under the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942. In form these are
comparable to the procedural rules of other administrative agencies
and present no unusual features.
General Orders

Prior to November 26, 1942, OPA had issued a series of "administrative orders," mainly delegations of authority, and also several
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"general orders." However, there was also a series of intra-office "administrative orders" and this duplication of nomenclature caused some
confusion. Accordingly by a document entitled "General Order No.
38" the series was redesignated as General Orders No. 1 to 37 inclusive. A number of general order~ have subsequently been issued.
These orders cut across the whole field of price control, rent control
and rationing, although particular ones may relate only to one of these
fields. Most of them, as has been indicated, are delegations of authority
to subordinate and regional officials. General Order No. 43, however,
relates to the reimbursement of banks in the "introductory area" in
which ration banking was given a preview. No. 49 ratifies all price and
rationing actions taken by th~ military governor of Hawaii, No. 50
requires restaurants and similar establishments to file prices and menus
and delegates authority to fix local ceilings on prices of meals, and No.
51 provides for the fixing of "community" dollars-and-cents ceiling
prices for foods. No. 49 and No. 51 .have been.accompanied by a statement giving the reasons for their issuance.
Forms
The number of forms which OPA has required industry to fill out
has been the subject of much discussion in Congress and elsewhere and·
was probably one of the motivating factors behind the adoptioD; of the
Federal Reports Act of 1942,42 which requires Budget Bureau approval
of all government forms and questionnaires. In comparison to the total mass of regulatory material, however, the quantity of forms which the
office has drawn up is not as great as might be supposed. 43
Of widest interest are the financial reporting forms, Form A and
Form.B, which are required to be filed by a great many companies.44
These forms are quite long and complicated. Most of the report forms
prescribed under particular regulations, however, are comparatively
simple. The rationing forms are more complex. Beside reporting forms,
there are also official forms to be used in seeking adjustments under
price regulations, a uniform rationing appeal form, and a collection of
rent forms. Some of the price forms are included as part of the text of
the particular regulation. Others, however, as well as all rent and rationing forms, are not so issued, but must be obtained from OPA or
56 Stat. L. 1078 (1942),, 5 U.S. C. (Supp. 1942), § 139 et seq.
See Press Release OPA-2338, issued April 21, 1943, stating that OPA had,
eliminated 70 out of 460 reports and questionnaires since the beginning of 1943.
44
See Werntz, "The New OPA Firumcial Reporting Forms," 23 NAT. AssN.
CoST AccouNTANTS BuLL. l l 59-II 76 ( i 942). The forms h_ave recently been revised.
42
43
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the local boards, although it will be recalled that when rationing of
processed foods was initiated the newspapers of the country were called
upon to reproduce the declaration form.

Interpretations
In the course of administering the multitudinous price regulations
and rationing orders OPA lawyers have been called upon to make literally thousands of interpretative rulings. From time to time some of
these have been digested and issued in the form of public releases.
Interpretations of particular price regulations, as well as some interpretations of a general nature, have been published in a series of bulletins entitled "Recent Price Interpretations," of which 26 have been
issued. These in turn are periodically collected in manuals, the second of which was recently released. Interpretations of the General
Maximum Price Regulation and of supplementary regulations, which
in themselves would constitute a good sized booklet, have been released
in a series of manuals, as have digests of interpretations relating to
services under Maximum Price Regulation No. I 6 5 and Revised Supplementary Regulation No. I I. Interpretations of the rationing regulations have been handed down much more prodigally; those relating
to gasoline rationing, for example, take up 86 average size printed
pages, and those under sugar rationing cover 64 pages. The rationing
interpretations have been released· to loose-leaf services and similar
publications but have not been made available for general distribution.
Interpretations under the rent regulations are not in the form of digests
as are those under price and rationing, but are more in the nature of
general counsel's opinions, frequently running several pages in length.
Originally these were designated by number, in the chronological order of their issuance, but coincidentally with the revision of the rent
regulations the interpretations were also revised and rearranged in the
same order as the sections of the regulations. These interpretations
also have been made available only to publications. Some interpretations of the procedural regulations have also been released. Of interest
too are a series of digests of interpretations of the bituminous coal regulations made by the now defunct Bituminous Coal Division of the Department of the Interior, which formerly co-operated in the administration of these regulations under an arrangement between the two offi.ces.45
5
" See OPA Press Release PM-3264, May 12, 1942. With the expiration of the
Bituminous Coal Act this work has been taken over by OPA. Press Release OPA-2990,
August 23, 1943.
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In addition to these more formal interpretations OPA has also
, issued many press releases, question-and-answer bulletins, manuals,
flyers, etc. A good many of these are of a temporary and evanescent
nature. Worthy of note, however, are the manual "What Every Retailer Should Know About the General Maximum Price Regulation,"
issued in May I 942 but now out of date, and similar manuals dealing
with the Service Price Regulation (No. 165) and with Revised Price
Schedule No. 20 (Copper). Both of these were widely distributed in
printed form.
Like all interpretations made contemporaneously by the administrative authorities charged with carrying out a particular task, these
interpretations are entitled to a good deal of weight.46 They have been
followed in one or two cases in which they have been cited.41 Aside
from this they are of course of much value in clarifying the meaning
of the regulations and their applicability to specific situations. It has
been held, however, by the administrator, that an interpretation of a
price regulation is not subject to protest under the procedure provided
in the act. 48
. The discussion above has not exhausted what might be brought
within the definition of "the literature of OPA." There are in addition
a growing list of articles in legal and economic periodicals, and a substantial body of case law is developing in the fields of price control,
rent control and rationing; some cases have already gone to the Supreme Court.49 These matters, however, deserve separate treatment,
and to include them here would unduly prolong a dissertation already
long enough.
46 United States v. American Trucking Assns., 3 IO U. S. 534, 60 S. Ct. 1059
(1940).
41 Tracy v. Hailey,. (Cal. App. sU:pp. 1943) PIKE & FISCHER, OPA SERVICE
622:71; Buka Coal (;o. v. Brown, (Emergency Ct. App. 1943) 133 F. (2d) 949. Cf.
Henderson v. C. Thomas Stores, (D. C. Minn. 1942) 48 F. Supp. 295.
48 ln the Matter of Northwest Marine Terminal Assn., Docket No. GF1-938-P,
Nov. 19, 1942, PIKE & FISCHER, OPA SERVICE 600:197. Cf. In the Matter of
Flintkote Company, Docket No. GF1-952-P, March 2, 1943, PIKE & F1scHER, OPA
SERVICE 600:259. However, where the regulation as drawn did not indicate clearly
how it would apply in a certain situation and counsel for OPA first made an interpretation favorable to the protestant, the time for filing a protest did not commence to run
until a subsequent interpretation was made adverse to protestant. United States Gypsum Co. v. Brown, (Emergency Ct. App. 1943), PIKE & FISCHER, OPA SERVICE
610:75.
49
,
United State~ v. Johnson, (U. S. 1943) 63 S. Ct. 1095; Lockerty v. Phillips,
(U. S. 1943) 63 S. Ct. 1019.

